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Quantum Computing Is the Next Big Security Risk
Opinion: Quantum computers will rock current security protocols that protect government and
financial systems.
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The 20th century gave birth to the Nuclear Age as the power of the atom was harnessed and unleashed. Today, we are

on the cusp of an equally momentous and irrevocable breakthrough: the advent of computers that draw their

computational capability from quantum mechanics.
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The potential benefits of mastering quantum computing, from advances in cancer research to unlocking the mysteries

of the universe, are limitless.

But that same computing power can be used to unlock different kinds of secrets—from your personal financial or

health records, to corporate research projects and classified government intelligence.
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It’s more than just theoretical: An algorithm formulated by mathematician Peter Shor demonstrates that quantum

computers are able to factor large numbers more efficiently than classical computers. Large-number factoring is the

foundation of today’s encryption standards.

The impact of quantum on our national defense will be tremendous. The question is whether the United States and its

allies will be ready.

The consequences of mastering quantum computing, while not as visual or visceral as a mushroom cloud, are no less

significant than those faced by the scientists who lit up the New Mexico sky with the detonation at the Trinity test site

72 years ago. In the same way that atomic weaponry symbolized power throughout the Cold War, quantum capability

is likely to define hegemony in today’s increasingly digital, interconnected global economy.

Unlike traditional computers, which process information in binary bits, quantum computers exploit the ability of

quantum bits (qubits) to exist in multiple states simultaneously. This allows them to perform incredibly complex

calculations at speeds unimaginable today and solve certain classes of problems that are beyond the grasp of today’s

most advanced super computers.

Today, quantum computers are beginning to move out of research labs in search of broader investment and

applications. In October, Google announced that by the end of this year it expects to achieve quantum supremacy—the

point at which a quantum computer can outperform a classical computer.

Because nations around the world, including China, are investing heavily in research and development, the world is

likely less than a decade away from the day when a nation-state could use quantum computers to render many of

today’s most sophisticated encryption systems useless.

From academics to the National Security Agency, there is widespread agreement that quantum computers will rock

current security protocols that protect global financial markets and the inner workings of government.

Already, intelligence agencies around the world are archiving intercepted communications transmitted with

encryption that's currently all but unbreakable, in the hopes that in the future computing advances will turn what’s

gibberish now into potentially valuable intelligence. Rogue states may also be able to leverage the power of quantum

to attack the banking and financial systems at the heart of western capitalism.
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Everyone has seen the damage individual hackers can do when they infiltrate a system. Imagine a nation-state

intercepting the encrypted financial data that flows across the globe and being able to read it as easily as you are

reading this. Quantum computers are so big and expensive that—outside of global technology companies and well-

funded research universities—most will be owned and maintained by nation-states. That means the first quantum

attacks are likely to be organized by countries hostile to the US and our allies. Rogue states could read military

communiques the way the United States and its allies did after cracking the Nazi Enigma codes.

In short, quantum computing presents both an unprecedented opportunity and a serious threat. The United States must

lead this transition, in collaboration with its allies around the world. Whether lawmakers want to think of it as a new

Manhattan Project or a race to the moon, the US cannot abdicate leadership in scientific discovery or international

security.

The window is closing, fast. It took more than five years and nearly half a trillion dollars for companies and

governments to prepare for Y2K, which resulted in a non-event for most people. But, the US is not ready for what

experts call Y2Q (Years to Quantum), and the time to prepare is now. Even in a pre-quantum era, the need for

quantum-safe encryption is real. Banks, government agencies, insurers, hospitals, utilities, and airlines all need to be

thinking now about how to implement security and encryption that will withstand a quantum attack.

On complex, large-scale networks, it can take years to roll out even a relatively straightforward update. Quantum-safe

encryption relies on mathematical approaches that even quantum computers have difficulty solving. The challenge is

ensuring that every point through which data flows, and even the data itself, is wrapped in quantum-safe security.

Private sector research and development are happening in pockets across North America and among the US's allies.

Google and IBM both have well-publicized programs to build viable quantum computers. At the same time, though, the

US and its allies must take practical steps to prepare for the quantum threat. The National Institute of Standards and

Technology is working to evaluate quantum-safe cryptographic candidate algorithms. Other organizations like the

European Telecommunications Standards Institute and the United Nations’ International Telecommunications Union

are working to ensure our standards for connecting systems continue to evolve to be quantum safe. Companies like

ISARA are among a small cadre of cryptographers and programmers building quantum-safe security solutions to help

high-risk industries and organizations begin protecting themselves.

It’s these kinds of efforts that the US and its allies must collaborate on to align the goals of scientific discovery,

technological advancement, and national security. As companies build powerful quantum machines, leaders must

simultaneously understand the risks those machines pose and the counter-measures required. Executives in every

industry need to understand the implications that quantum computing will have on their legacy systems, and take

steps to be ready. At a minimum, that means retrofitting their networks, computers, and applications with encryption

that can withstand a quantum attack.

Nowhere is it more vital to begin preparations than with the vast network of governmental systems that do everything

from processing Social Security checks to analyzing vast amounts of electronic intelligence.
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Whether it was the discovery of fission or the launch of Sputnik, the United States has responded to scientific

challenges of the past century with resolve and determination. The US must do the same with quantum computing.

WIRED Opinion publishes pieces written by outside contributors and represents a wide range of viewpoints. Read

more opinions here.
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